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Gravitational waves: a particular event from the O3 run
https://gracedb.ligo.org/superevents/public/O3/

GW190521 PRL125(2020)10, ApJLett.900(2020)L13

-  Two most massive progenitors:
- At least one in the pair instability supernova gap. Formation?
- Very short - no inspiral
- Final BH can be considered of intermediate mass:
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M87 supermassive black hole jet
~17º w.r.t line of sight

(radio image - Very Large Array)

M87 supermassive
black hole imaging 

by the
EHT collaboration
ApJ Lett. 875 (2019) L1



Theoretical criteria:

1) Appear in a well motivated and consistent physical model; 
Kerr: General Relativity

2) Have a dynamical formation mechanism; 
Kerr: gravitational collapse, accretion, mergers,… 

3) Be (sufficiently) stable. 
Kerr: mode stability established (B. F. Whiting, J. Math. Phys. 30 (1989) 1301) 

Correct phenomenology:

1) all electromagnetic observables 
(X-ray spectrum, shadows, QPOs, star orbits,...);

2) correct Gravitational wave templates

“Reasonable” non-Kerr black holes/compact objects:

No clear
tension between

observations and 
the Kerr model

Dynamical
Robustness



The Kerr hypothesis states that 
astrophysical black holes, when near equilibrium, 

are well described by the Kerr metric.

This is a very economical scenario:
the very same “object” spans (at least) 10 orders of magnitude!
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Typically new physics introduces a new scale:

Consider the possibility that astrophysical black holes
are non-Kerr, but only in some particular scales.



Many no-scalar-hair theorems:
(only scalars, D=4, asymptotically flat)

May 1, 2015 0:21 WSPC/INSTRUCTION FILE reviewscalarhair

Asymptotically flat black holes with scalar hair: a review 29

Theory No-hair Known scalar hairy BHs with
Lagrangian density L theorem regular geometry on and outside H

(primary or secondary hair;
regularity)

Scalar-vacuum Chase22
1
4R ! 1

2"µ!"µ!

Massive-scalar-vacuum Bekenstein11
1
4R! 1

2"µ!"µ!! 1
2µ

2!2

Massive-complex-scalar-vacuum Pena– Herdeiro–Radu136, 137
1
4R !"µ!!"µ!! µ2!!! –Sudarsky61 (primary, regular);

generalizations:159

Xanthopoulos– Bocharova–Bronnikov–Melnikov–
Conformal-scalar-vacuum –Zannias32 –Bekenstein (BBMB)16–18
1
4R! 1

2"µ!"µ!! 1
12R!

2 Zannias33 (secondary, diverges at H);
generalizations:87

V -scalar-vacuum Heusler46, 47, 50 Many, with non-positive
1
4R! 1

2"µ!"µ!! V (!) Bekenstein26 definite potentials:71–75, 78–80

Sudarsky51 (typically secondary, regular)

P -scalar-vacuum Graham–
1
4R+ P (!, X) –Jha62

Einstein-Skyrme Droz–Heusler–Straumann126
1
4R! 1

2"µ!a"µ!a (primary but topological; regular);
!!|"[µ!

a"!]!
b|2 generalizations:129, 131

Hawking27

Scalar-tensor theories Saa34, 35

"R̂ ! "(#)
# "̂µ""̂µ"! U(") Sotiriou–

–Faraoni31

Sotiriou-Zhou43

Horndeski/Galileon theories Hui– (secondary; regular)
Full L in eq. (41) –Nicolis45 Babichev–Charmousis88, 90

(secondary88 or primary,90

diverges at H+ or H");
generalizations:91–93

Table 1: Summary of no-scalar-hair theorems and asymptotically flat scalar-hairy BHs.

possible mechanisms to construct regular asymptotically flat BHs with scalar hair.
This, in particular, means that physical properties may vary substantially.

Nevertheless some patterns emerge. One pattern that can be observed from this
overview is that scalar field theories that, when minimally coupled to gravity, allow

CH, Radu,
IJMPD 24(2015)1542014

GR
example

beyond GR
example



Two models where non-Kerr black holes co-exist with Kerr,
emerging, dynamically, at some preferred scales.
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Also, horizonless compact objects can 
emerge, dynamically, at some preferred scales.

Massive-complex-scalar-vacuum:
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1) Synchronisation

Non-Kerr black holes



Dynamical synchronisation occurs in  
physical and biological systems

Harvard Natural Sciences Lecture Demonstrations 
https://sciencedemonstrations.fas.harvard.edu/presentations/synchronization-metronomes

https://sciencedemonstrations.fas.harvard.edu/
https://sciencedemonstrations.fas.harvard.edu/


Fine tuning ?



Not really; common in physical and biological systems
Harvard Natural Sciences Lecture Demonstrations 

https://sciencedemonstrations.fas.harvard.edu/presentations/synchronization-metronomes

https://sciencedemonstrations.fas.harvard.edu/
https://sciencedemonstrations.fas.harvard.edu/


Synchronisation and tidal locking in Newtonian gravity



Synchronisation is dynamically achieved as a tidal effect in Newtonian gravity.



Synchronisation is dynamically achieved as a tidal effect in Newtonian gravity.



Synchronisation is dynamically achieved as a tidal effect in Newtonian gravity.



Simplest model:

Massive-complex-scalar-vacuum
CH and Radu, PRL112(2014)221101 
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Black holes with synchronised hair

Existence proof
Chodosh and Shlapentokh-Rothman, 

CMP356(2017)1155



Black holes with synchronised scalar hair
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Data available online at:
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condition

http://gravitation.web.ua.pt


w

m
= ⌦H is a rotation synchronisation condition

BH

scalar mode



Dynamical synchronisation (for the Proca model) 
shows the process reaches an equilibrium state... 

East and Pretorius, PRL119(2017)041101
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FIG. 1. The energy (top) and angular momentum (bot-
tom) in the Proca field as a function of time (solid lines),
along with the loss in mass (top) and angular momentum
(bottom) of the BH (dashed lines).

rates for the instability and also saturate with smaller
energy and angular momentum. Though the mass of
the BH is decreasing in each case, as required by BH
thermodynamics the irreducible mass Mirr is always
increasing, and smaller µ cases saturate with a larger
overall increase in Mirr.

The reason for the saturation of the superradiant
instability is illustrated in Fig. 2, where we plot both
the horizon frequency of the BH ⌦BH and the ratio of
Proca field energy to angular momentum flux through
the horizon ĖH/J̇H . When ⌦BH > ĖH/J̇H , the su-
perradiant condition is met and the Proca cloud will
extract rotational energy from the BH. However, as
shown in Fig. 2, eventually the BH’s horizon frequency
decreases to the point where ⌦BH ⇡ ĖH/J̇H , and the

FIG. 2. The BH horizon frequency ⌦BH, as calculated
from the BH’s mass and angular momentum, and the ratio
of the flux of Proca field energy and angular momentum
ĖH/J̇H through the BH horizon, as a function of time.

instability saturates.

We can obtain simple estimates of the final state
properties of the black hole if we assume, as roughly
consistent with the simulations, that the instability
will extract energy and angular momentum in some
fixed proportion !(µ) = ĖH/J̇H [where !(µ) ⇡
µ(1 � µ̃2/2) in the linear/small µ̃ limit [24, 25]] un-
til !(µ) = ⌦BH. We plot the results in Fig. 3, along
with the four end-state points from the full nonlinear
simulations, showing excellent agreement with the ap-
proximation. This indicates an e�cient extraction of
energy and angular momentum, with a negligible ad-
ditional increase in irreducible mass (equivalently, BH
entropy). This is likely due to the relatively slow evo-
lution of the instability compared to the light-crossing
time of the BH, even approaching saturation (similar
conclusions were reached using a “quasiadiabatic” ap-
proximation for the massive scalar field instability in
Refs. [26, 27]). We see that the energy lost by the BH
should be maximized at ��MBH/M0 ⇡ 0.093, near
the value ��MBH/M0 ⇡ 0.092 found for µ̃ = 0.25
here. For lower values of µ, less energy, but more
angular momentum will be extracted, with the insta-
bility just converting the Kerr BH into a nonspinning
BH of the same mass in the µ ! 0 limit.

After saturation, the resulting configuration con-
sists of a BH surrounded by a Proca cloud with
roughly stationary energy density, though the phase of
the complex field is oscillating at a constant frequency.
The energy and angular momentum density of the re-
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Mass and angular
momentum in “hair”

Black hole spin down
and “synchronisation”

about
9%

energy
extraction

... which is a BH with synchronised Proca hair
CH, Radu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 119 (2017) 261101

Dolan, Physics10(2017)83



Is there any other formation channel?
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Mergers of  boson stars:
non-spinning scalar or vector boson stars



Mergers of  boson stars:
non-spinning scalar or vector boson stars

(MBH, JBH)
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Superradiance forms a synchronised configuration by  
spinning down the BH. 

In this new channel, mergers of bosonic stars lead to a synchronised system by 
spinning up the BH 

that results from the merger.



Gravitational lensing of the Aveiro Campus by a Kerr black hole with scalar hairKerr Comparable hairy

EHT constraints for this
model ?

75% of mass; 
85% of angular momentum
is stored in the scalar field

Cunha, CH, Radu, Runarsson, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 115 (2015) 211102

Infant Stars in Small Magellanic cloud (HST)



... in the dynamically most interesting region, differences are small
Under some assumptions, current M87 EHT observations, 

set a weak constraint.
Cunha, CH, Radu, Universe 5 (2019) 220
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2) Spontaneous scalarisation

Non-Kerr black holes



One illustrative example: Einstein-dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet
(arises in String Theory, second order equations of motion, etc...)

S =
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Schwarzschild/Kerr not solutions - new black holes which are stable in some regime 
P. Kanti, N. E. Mavromatos, J. Rizos, K. Tamvakis and E. Winstanley, Phys. Rev. D 54 (1996) 5049; Phys. Rev. D 57 (1998) 6255; 

P. Kanti, B. Kleihaus and J. Kunz, Phys. Rev. Lett. 107 (2011) 271101   

New qualitative features (minimal black hole size);

Non-minimally coupled scalars



There are various interesting cousin models changing the scalar-curvature coupling:
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Allowing a more general coupling...

f(�)

Examples: 

Shift symmetric model (exhibits dynamical formation):
Sotiriou and Zhou, Phys. Rev. D 90 (2014) 124063
Benkel, Sotiriou and Witek, Phys. Rev. D 94 (2016) 121503

f(�) = ↵�

Models admitting vacuum GR and hairy black holes:
Antoniou, Bakopoulos, Kanti, Phys. Rev. Lett. 120 (2018) 131102
Doneva and Yazadjiev, Phys. Rev. Lett. 120 (2018) 131103
Silva, Sakstein, Gualtieri, Sotiriou, Berti, Phys. Rev. Lett. 120 (2018) 131104;        

df

d�
(� = 0) = 0

Suggests spontaneous scalarisation of vacuum black holes



In this case, the fully dynamical process has not been established, but there are 
dynamical results in the decoupling limit

Doneva and Yazadjiev, 2101.03514

One may thus consider the
scalarised Kerr BHs that would emerge in the process

Fully non-linear numerical evolutions could be performed of the spontaneous 
scalarisation of a Reissner-Nordstrom black hole in a cousin model:

C.H., Radu, Sanchis-Gual and Font, Phys. Rev. Lett. 121 (2018) 101102 
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spin quenches
GR deviations!

Black holes only exist 
below a certainM/�



Schwarzschild Comparable scalarised

Kerr, j=0.24 Comparable scalarised
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If M87 black hole spin is small, yields (weak) constraint:
P. Cunha, C. H., E. Radu, PRL 123 (2019) 011101
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spin quenches
GR deviations!

Spin-induced
scalarization Dima, Barausse, Sotiriou, Franchini, PRL 125 (2020) 231101
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The imitation game
non-BHs mimicking BH observables



Black holes have a horizon and (abiding energy conditions) a curvature singularity: issues

To avoid this difficulties, models of horizonless compact objects (black hole mimickers) have 
been considered:

a) “geons”, realized by Boson stars (Schunck, Mielke, CQG 20 (2003) R301) and Proca stars (Brito, Cardoso, 

CH, Radu, PLB752 (2016) 291); can form dynamically (Seidel, Suen, PRL 72 (1994) 2516); Perturbatively stable
Gleiser and Watkins, NPB 319 (1989) 733; Lee and Pang, NPB 315 (1989) 477

b) wormholes

c) gravastars (Mazur and Mottola, gr-qc/0109035)                   

d) fuzzballs (Mathur, Fortsch. Phys. 53 (2005) 793)                

e) ...

- Possible issue: for ultracompact objects resulting from a smooth, incomplete gravitational 
collapse, light rings come in pairs and one is stable  Cunha, Berti, CH, PRL 119  (2017) 251102

- To be able to mimic (up to a fine structure) the GW ringdown the object must be ultracompact, 
i.e. have a light ring  Cardoso, Franzin and Pani, PRL 116  (2016) 171101



a) Mimicking a gravitational wave event

The imitation game



Spinning scalar boson stars have a non-axisymmetric instability
 Sanchis-Gual, Di Giovanni, Zilhão, CH, P. Cerda-Duran, Font and Radu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 123 (2019) 221101 

http://gravitation.web.ua.pt/node/1740

http://gravitation.web.ua.pt/node/1740


Instability may be associated to toroidal structure 
and is absent in cousin Proca model

Sanchis-Gual, Di Giovanni, Zilhão, CH, P. Cerda-Duran, Font and Radu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 123 (2019) 221101 
http://gravitation.web.ua.pt/node/1740

Rotating boson stars Rotating Proca stars
Brito, Cardoso, CH and Radu, PLB 752 (2016) 291
CH, Radu and Rúnarsson, CQG 33 (2016) 154001

CH, Perapechka, Radu and Shnir, PLB 797 (2019) 134845 

http://gravitation.web.ua.pt/node/1740


Evolution of a perturbed spinning Proca star
Sanchis-Gual, Di Giovanni, Zilhão, Herdeiro, P. Cerda-Duran, Font and Radu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 123 (2019) 221101 

http://gravitation.web.ua.pt/node/1740

http://gravitation.web.ua.pt/node/1740
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FIG. 1. Time-series and spectrum of GW190521. Left: Whitened strain data of the LIGO Livingston detector at the
time of GW190521, together with the best fitting waveforms for a head-on merger of two BHs (green), two equal/unequal mass
PSs (red and blue) and for a quasi-circular BH merger (black). The time axis is expressed so that the GPS time is equal to
tGPS = t+1242442965.6069 s. Right: corresponding waveforms shown in the Fourier domain. Solid lines denote raw waveforms
(scaled by a suitable, common factor) while dashed lines show the whitened versions. The vertical line denotes the 20 Hz limit,
below which the detector noise increases dramatically. Due to this, a putative inspiral signal from a quasi-circular BBH merger
(solid black) would be almost invisible to the detector (see dashed grey) and barely distinguishable from PHOC signals (dashed
red and blue).

and dynamically more robust ECOs proposed so far
and their dynamics has been extensively studied, e.g.
[14–17]. Scalar boson stars and their vector analogues,
Proca stars [18, 19] (PSs), are self-gravitating stationary
solutions of the Einstein-(complex, massive) Klein-
Gordon [20] and of the Einstein-(complex) Proca [18]
systems, respectively. These consist on complex bosonic
fields oscillating at a well-defined frequency !, which
determines the mass and compactness of the star. Unlike
other ECOs, bosonic stars can dynamically form with-
out any fine-tuned condition through the gravitational
cooling mechanism [21, 22]. While spinning solutions
have been obtained for both scalar and vector bosons,
the former are unstable against non-axisymmetric
perturbations [23]. Hence, we will focus on the vector
case in this work. For non-self-interacting bosonic fields,
the maximum possible mass of the corresponding stars is
determined by the boson particle mass µV . In particular,
ultra-light bosons within 10�13  µV  10�10 eV, can
form stars with maximal masses ranging between ⇠ 1000
and 1 solar masses, respectively.

We perform Bayesian parameter estimation and model
selection on 4 seconds of publicly available data [24]
from the two Advanced LIGO and Virgo detectors
around the time of GW190521 (for full details, see the
Parameter Estimation section within the Methods). We
compare GW190521 to numerical simulations of HOCs,
to simulations of equal-mass and equal-spin head-on
PS mergers (PHOCs), and to the surrogate model
for generically spinning BBH mergers NRSur7dq4 [25].
Our simulations include the gravitational-wave modes

(`,m) = (2, 0), (2,±2), (3,±2) while the BBH model
contains all modes with `  4. The PHOC cases we
consider form a Kerr BH with a feeble Proca remnant
that does not impact on the GW emission [26]. Finally,
to check the robustness of our results, we perform
an exploratory study comparing GW190521 to a very
limited family of simulations for unequal-mass (q 6= 1)
head-on PS mergers.

Results. Figure 1 shows the whitened strain time
series from the LIGO Livingston detector and the best
fitting waveforms returned by our analyses for HOCs,
PHOCs and BBH mergers. While the latter two show
a similar morphology with slight pre-peak power, the
HOC signal is noticeably shorter and has a slightly larger
ringdown frequency. These features are more evident
in the right panel, where we show the corresponding
Fourier transforms (dashed) together the corresponding
raw, non-whitened versions (solid). The HOC waveform
displays a rapid power decrease at frequencies below its
peak due to the absence of an inspiral. In contrast,
PHOCs show a low-frequency tail due to the pre-collapse
emission that mimics the typical inspiral signal present
in the BBH case down to f ' 20 Hz. Below this limit,
the putative inspiral signal from a BBH disappears be-
hind the detector noise (dashed grey) making the signal
barely distinguishable from that of a PHOC.

Fig. 2 shows the two-dimensional 90% credible inter-
vals for the redshifted final mass and the final spin ob-
tained by the LVC using BBH models covering inspiral,
merger and ringdown (IMR, in black) and solely from
the ringdown emission; starting at the signal peak (grey)
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FIG. 2. Final mass and final spin of GW190521 ac-

cording to di↵erent source models. Left:Redshifted final
mass and spin of GW190521 according to di↵erent waveform
models, and directly inferred from a ringdown analysis. The
contours delimit 90% credible intervals. For head-on PS and
BH mergers (PHOCs and HOCs), we plot the samples colored
according to their LogLikelihood. The horizontal dashed line
denotes an experimental limit for the final-spin of head-on BH
mergers that separates then from head-on PS mergers.

Waveform model logB logLMax

Quasi-circular Binary Black Hole 80.1 105.2

Head-on Equal-mass Proca Stars 80.9 106.7

Head-on Unequal-mass Proca Stars 82.0 106.5

Head-on Binary Black Hole 75.9 103.2

TABLE I. Bayesian evidence for our GW190521 source

models. We report the natural Log Bayes Factor obtained
for our di↵erent waveform models and corresponding maxi-
mum values of the Log Likelihood. We note that parameter
estimation codes are not designed to find the true maximum
of the likelihood, so that the values we report should be con-
sidered as approximate.

and 12.7 milliseconds later (pink). Overlaid, we show the
red-shifted final massMz

f and spin af obtained by PHOC
and HOC models, with the color code denoting the log-
likelihood of the corresponding samples. For these, we
approximate the final mass by the total mass due to the
negligible loss to GWs.

The absence of an inspiral makes HOCs and PHOCs
less luminous than BBHs, therefore requiring a lower ini-
tial mass to produce the same final BH as a BBH. Ac-
cordingly, the BBH scenario yields Mz

BBH = 272+26
�27 M�

[24] [4] , while the former two yield lower values of
Mz

HOC = 238+24
�21 M� and Mz

PHOC = 258+6
�8 M�, both

consistent within with those estimated by the LVC ring-
down analysis, Mz

BBH, Ringdown = 252+63
�64 M� [4], which

Parameter q = 1 model q 6= 1 model

Primary mass 115+7
�8 M� 115+7

�8 M�

Secondary mass 115+7
�8 M� 111+7

�15 M�

Total / Final mass 231+13
�17 M� 228+17

�15 M�

Final spin 0.75+0.08
�0.04 0.75+0.08

�0.04

Inclination ⇡/2� |◆� ⇡/2| 0.83+0.23
�0.47 rad 0.58+0.40

�0.39 rad

Azimuth 0.65+0.86
�0.54 rad 0.78+1.23

�1.20 rad

Luminosity distance 571+348
�181 Mpc 700+292

�279 Mpc

Redshift 0.12+0.05
�0.04 0.14+0.06

�0.05

Total / Final redshifted mass 258+9
�9 M� 261+10

�11 M�

Bosonic field frequency !/µV 0.893+0.015
�0.015 (⇤)0.905+0.012

�0.042

Boson mass µV [⇥10�13] 8.72+0.73
�0.82 eV 8.59+0.58

�0.57 eV

Maximal boson star mass 173+19
�14 M� 175+13

�11 M�

TABLE II. Parameters of GW190521 assuming a head-

on merger of Proca stars. In the the first column we as-
sume equal masses and spins. In the second column we allow
for unequal masses, fixing the primary oscillation frequency
to !1/µV = 0.895 and varying the second on an uniform grid.
We estimate the secondary oscillation frequency !2/µV . We
report median values and symmetric 90% credible intervals.

makes no assumption on the origin of the final BH.
There is, however, a clear separation between HOCs

and BBHs/PHOCs in terms of the final spin. Cosmic
censorship imposes a bound a  1 on the dimension-
less spin BHs [27]. This, together with the negligible
orbital angular momentum, prevents the production a fi-
nal BH with the large spin predicted by BBH models.
By contrast, PSs are not constrained by a  1 and can
form remnant BHs with higher spins from head-on colli-
sions. Consequently, the final spin and redshifted mass
predicted by PHOCs coincide with those predicted by
BBH models. In addition, the discussed lack of pre-peak
power in HOCs leads to a poor signal fit that penalises
the model. In Table I we report the Bayesian evidence
for our source models. We obtain a relative natural log
Bayes factor logBHOC

BBH ⇠ �4.2 that allows us to confi-
dently discard the HOC scenario.

Unlike BHs, neutron star and PS mergers do not
directly form a ringing BH. Instead, a remnant transient
object produces GWs before collapsing into a BH,
leaving an imprint in the GWs that is not present
for HOCs, before emitting the characteristic ringdown
signal. For this reason, PHOCs do not only lead to a
final mass and spin fully consistent with the LVC BBH
analysis but also provide a better fit to the data than
HOCs, reflected by a larger maximum likelihood in
Table I.

While BBHs lose around 7% of their mass to GWs,
head-on mergers radiate only ⇠ 0.1% of it, leading to
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much lower distance estimates, and consequently, to
much larger source-frame masses. Whereas the LVC
reports a luminosity distance of dL ⇠ 5.3+2.4

�2.6 Gpc

[4], our PHOCs scenario yields dL = 571+348
�181 Mpc,

similar to GW150914 [1]. Consequently, we estimate
a source-frame final mass of ⇠ 231+13

�17 M�, 62% larger

than the 142+28
�16 M� reported by the LVC. The lower

distance estimate handicaps the PHOC model with
respect to the BBH one if an uniform distribution of
sources in the Universe is assumed. Nonetheless, Table I
reports a logBPHOC

BBH ⇠ 0.8, slightly favouring the PHOC
model. Relaxing this assumption, leads to an increased
logBPHOC

BBH ⇠ 3.4 (see Supplementary Table I for a
full description of results using this alternative prior).
The evidence for the PHOC model is accompanied by
a better fit to the data. In addition, BBHs span a
significantly larger parameter space that can penalise
this model. In the Suppl. Material we explore several
simplifications of the model but none of these leads to a
statistical preference for the BBH scenario. We therefore
conclude that, however exotic, the PHOC scenario is
slightly preferred despite being intrinsically disfavoured
by our standard source-distribution prior.

Unlike BBH signals, head-on ones are not dominated
by the quadrupole (`,m) = (2,±2) modes but have
a co-dominant (2, 0) mode. By repeating our analy-
sis removing the (2, 0) from our waveforms, we obtain

logB(2,0)
No(2,0) = 0.6 in favour of its presence in the signal.

The asymmetries introduced by this mode also allow us
to constrain the azimuthal angle ' describing the projec-
tion of the line-of-sight onto the collision plane, normal to
the final spin. We estimate ' = 0.65+0.86

�0.54 measured from
the collision axis, in the direction of any of the two spins.
This is, we restrict ' to the first and third quadrant of
the collision plane, towards where the trajectories of both
stars are curved due to frame-dragging. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first time such measurement
is performed. For further details, please see the Suppl.
Material.

We investigate the physical properties of the hypothet-
ical bosonic field encoded in GW190521. Fig. 3 shows our
posterior distributions for the oscillation frequency (nor-
malized to the boson mass) and the boson mass µV itself.
We constrain the former to be !/µV = 0.893+0.015

�0.015.
To obtain the boson mass µV one must recall that

each PS model is characterized by a dimensionless mass
MPS = MPS µV /M2

Pl, with MPl the Planck mass. Iden-
tifying MPS with half the mass of the final BH in
GW190521 we obtain

µV =

✓
MPS

Mfinal
BH /2

◆
1.34 ⇥ 10�10 eV, (1)

where Mfinal
BH should be expressed in solar masses. This

yields µV = 8.72+0.73
�0.82 ⇥ 10�13 eV.

Finally, we estimate the maximum possible mass for a

7.0 7.5 8.0 8.58.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0
µV [⇥10�13eV ]

FIG. 3. Posterior distribution for the values of the

bosonic field associated to GW190521. The top panel
shows the oscillation frequency of the bosonic field !/µV . The
bottom panel shows the mass of the ultra-light boson µV .
We assume a merger of two equal-mass and equal-spin Proca
stars.

PS described by such ultra-light boson using

✓
Mmax

M�

◆
= 1.125

✓
1.34 ⇥ 10�10 eV

µV

◆
. (2)

This yields Mmax = 173+19
�14 M�. Binaries with lower

total masses than this Mmax would produce a remnant
that would not collapse to a BH; therefore, they would
not emit a ringdown signal mimicking that of a BBH.
We therefore discard PSs characterised by the above
µV as sources of any of the previous Advanced LIGO
- Virgo BBH observations, as the largest (redshifted) to-
tal mass among these, corresponding to GW170729, is
only around 120M� [2, 28].
While our PHOC analysis is limited to equal-masses

and spins, we performed a preliminary exploration
of unequal-mass cases. To this, we fix the primary
oscillation frequency to !1/µV = 0.895, varying !2/µV

along an uniform grid. Table II reports our parameter
estimates, fully consistent with those for the equal-mass
case. We obtain, however, a slightly a larger evidence of
logBPHOC

BBH = 1.9 that we attribute to the larger distance
estimate dL = 700+292

�279 Mpc. This indicates that a more
in-depth exploration of the full parameter space may
be of interest, albeit not impacting significantly on our
main findings.

Discussion. We have compared GW190521 to nu-
merical simulations of BH head-on mergers and horizon-
less bosonic stars known as PSs. While we discard the
first scenario, we have shown that GW190521 is consis-
tent with an equal-mass head-on merger of PSs, inferring
an ultralight boson mass µV ' 8.72 ⇥ 10�13 eV.

Current constraints on the boson mass are obtained
from the lack of GW emission associated with the su-
perradiance instability and from observations of the spin
of astrophysical BHs [29–31]. These, however, apply to
real bosonic fields. For complex bosonic fields, the cor-
responding cloud around the BH does not decay by GW
emission, but a stationary and axisymmetric Kerr BH



b) Mimicking a black hole shadow without light rings

The imitation game



The edge of the shadow is determined by the 
Fundamental Photon Orbits
Cunha, C.H., Radu, PRD 96 (2017) 024039

Called spherical orbits in Kerr case
Teo, GRG 35 (2003) 1909

Relate to quasi-normal ringing
Goebel, Astrophys. J. 172 (1972) L95
Cardoso, Franzin and Pani, PRL 116  (2016) 171101
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The edge of the shadow is determined by the 
Fundamental Photon Orbits
Cunha, C.H., Radu, PRD 96 (2017) 024039

Called spherical orbits in Kerr case
Teo, GRG 35 (2003) 1909

Relate to quasi-normal ringing
Goebel, Astrophys. J. 172 (1972) L95
Cardoso, Franzin and Pani, PRL 116  (2016) 171101
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Olivares, Younsi, Fromm, De Laurentis, Porth, Mizuno,  

Falcke, Kramer, Rezzolla,  
Mon. Not. Roy. Astron. Soc. 497 (2020) 521
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Solution with
R⌦ = 6M
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Solutions with
R⌦ 6= 0

<latexit sha1_base64="vsLrjUJZwzgb1fKGsK9ZVK0gvM8=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqexWQY9FL96sYj+gu5ZsOm1Dk+yaZJWy9H948aCIV/+LN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcyZNq777eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eQ0eJolCnEY9UKyQaOJNQN8xwaMUKiAg5NMPh5cRvPoLSLJJ3ZhRDIEhfsh6jxFjp/rbjXwvoE1/CA3Y7xZJbdqfAi8TLSAllqHWKX343ookAaSgnWrc9NzZBSpRhlMO44CcaYkKHpA9tSyURoIN0evUYH1mli3uRsiUNnqq/J1IitB6J0HYKYgZ63puI/3ntxPTOg5TJODEg6WxRL+HYRHgSAe4yBdTwkSWEKmZvxXRAFKHGBlWwIXjzLy+SRqXsnZQrN6el6kUWRx4doEN0jDx0hqroCtVQHVGk0DN6RW/Ok/PivDsfs9ack83soz9wPn8AoGeR8A==</latexit>

Spherical Proca stars domain of existence



✓obs = 17o
<latexit sha1_base64="qPg79upLl55RgyKyCCY+pIGPlII=">AAACE3icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+RsWVm2ARXJWZKuhGKLpxWcE+oC0lk2ba0MxkSDJCGfoPbvwVF7pQxK0bd/6NmekstPVAwsk593JzjxdxprTjfFuFpeWV1bXiemljc2t7x97dayoRS0IbRHAh2x5WlLOQNjTTnLYjSXHgcdryxtep37qnUjER3ulJRHsBHobMZwRrIwn7ALqgYQTU3Bj6kJi3hAAQCPBAwRQuwYVzeIZS3y47FScDWiRuTsqQo963v7oDQeKAhppwrFTHdSLdS7DUjHA6LXVjRSNMxnhIO4aGOKCql2Q7TdGxUQbIF9KcUKNM/d2R4ECpSeCZygDrkZr3UvE/rxNr/6KXsDCKNQ3JbJAfc6QFSgNCAyYp0XxiCCaSmb8iMsISE21iTENw51deJM1qxT2tVG/PyrWrPI4iHMIRnGRh1uAG6tAAAg/wBK/wZj1aL9a79TErLVh5zz78gfX5AxKqlh8=</latexit>

Schwarzschild BH Proca star

Almost polar observation
robs = 100M

<latexit sha1_base64="O/j1vGMVTm+52PWIFAs8ZPbvyvA=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiRV0I1QdONGqGAf0IYwmU7bofMIMxOlxH6KGxeKuPVL3Pk3TtostPXAhcM593LvPVHMqDae9+0UVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPbe839IyUZg0sWRSdSKkCaOCNA01jHRiRRCPGGlH4+vMbz8QpakU92YSk4CjoaADipGxUuiWVZj2FIcy0tNL3/NuS6Fb8areDHCZ+DmpgByN0P3q9SVOOBEGM6R11/diE6RIGYoZmZZ6iSYxwmM0JF1LBeJEB+ns9Ck8tkofDqSyJQycqb8nUsS1nvDIdnJkRnrRy8T/vG5iBhdBSkWcGCLwfNEgYdBImOUA+1QRbNjEEoQVtbdCPEIKYWPTykLwF19eJq1a1T+t1u7OKvWrPI4iOARH4AT44BzUwQ1ogCbA4BE8g1fw5jw5L8678zFvLTj5zAH4A+fzB5a9kuY=</latexit>



✓obs = 17o
<latexit sha1_base64="qPg79upLl55RgyKyCCY+pIGPlII=">AAACE3icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+RsWVm2ARXJWZKuhGKLpxWcE+oC0lk2ba0MxkSDJCGfoPbvwVF7pQxK0bd/6NmekstPVAwsk593JzjxdxprTjfFuFpeWV1bXiemljc2t7x97dayoRS0IbRHAh2x5WlLOQNjTTnLYjSXHgcdryxtep37qnUjER3ulJRHsBHobMZwRrIwn7ALqgYQTU3Bj6kJi3hAAQCPBAwRQuwYVzeIZS3y47FScDWiRuTsqQo963v7oDQeKAhppwrFTHdSLdS7DUjHA6LXVjRSNMxnhIO4aGOKCql2Q7TdGxUQbIF9KcUKNM/d2R4ECpSeCZygDrkZr3UvE/rxNr/6KXsDCKNQ3JbJAfc6QFSgNCAyYp0XxiCCaSmb8iMsISE21iTENw51deJM1qxT2tVG/PyrWrPI4iHMIRnGRh1uAG6tAAAg/wBK/wZj1aL9a79TErLVh5zz78gfX5AxKqlh8=</latexit>

Schwarzschild BH Proca star

Almost polar observation

Applying a Gaussian blurring filter

robs = 100M
<latexit sha1_base64="O/j1vGMVTm+52PWIFAs8ZPbvyvA=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiRV0I1QdONGqGAf0IYwmU7bofMIMxOlxH6KGxeKuPVL3Pk3TtostPXAhcM593LvPVHMqDae9+0UVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPbe839IyUZg0sWRSdSKkCaOCNA01jHRiRRCPGGlH4+vMbz8QpakU92YSk4CjoaADipGxUuiWVZj2FIcy0tNL3/NuS6Fb8areDHCZ+DmpgByN0P3q9SVOOBEGM6R11/diE6RIGYoZmZZ6iSYxwmM0JF1LBeJEB+ns9Ck8tkofDqSyJQycqb8nUsS1nvDIdnJkRnrRy8T/vG5iBhdBSkWcGCLwfNEgYdBImOUA+1QRbNjEEoQVtbdCPEIKYWPTykLwF19eJq1a1T+t1u7OKvWrPI4iOARH4AT44BzUwQ1ogCbA4BE8g1fw5jw5L8678zFvLTj5zAH4A+fzB5a9kuY=</latexit>



Schwarzschild BH Proca star

Almost equatorial observation
✓obs = 86o

<latexit sha1_base64="OCv2/cWX8KaayycD6phThMWBf6Q=">AAACE3icbVDLSgMxFD3j2/qqiis3wSK4KjMq2o1QdONSwbZCW0omTdvQzGRIMkIZ+g9u/BUXulDErRt3/o1p7cLXgYSTc+7l5p4wkcJY3//wpqZnZufmFxZzS8srq2v59Y2qUalmvMKUVPo6pIZLEfOKFVby60RzGoWS18L+2civ3XBthIqv7CDhzYh2Y9ERjFonqfwWGrDogbubooXMvTUiECiEMBjiBCUc4QG5Vr7gF/0xyF8STEgBE1y08u+NtmJpxGPLJDWmHviJbWZUW8EkH+YaqeEJZX3a5XVHYxpx08zGOw3JrlPapKO0O7ElY/V7R0YjYwZR6CojanvmtzcS//Pqqe2UmpmIk9TymH0N6qSSWEVGAZG20JxZOXCEMi3cXwnrUU2ZdTGOQgh+r/yXVPeLwUFx//KwUD6dxLGAbexgDwGOUcY5LlABwy3u8YRn78579F6816/SKW/Ss4kf8N4+ARvoliU=</latexit>

robs = 100M
<latexit sha1_base64="O/j1vGMVTm+52PWIFAs8ZPbvyvA=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiRV0I1QdONGqGAf0IYwmU7bofMIMxOlxH6KGxeKuPVL3Pk3TtostPXAhcM593LvPVHMqDae9+0UVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPbe839IyUZg0sWRSdSKkCaOCNA01jHRiRRCPGGlH4+vMbz8QpakU92YSk4CjoaADipGxUuiWVZj2FIcy0tNL3/NuS6Fb8areDHCZ+DmpgByN0P3q9SVOOBEGM6R11/diE6RIGYoZmZZ6iSYxwmM0JF1LBeJEB+ns9Ck8tkofDqSyJQycqb8nUsS1nvDIdnJkRnrRy8T/vG5iBhdBSkWcGCLwfNEgYdBImOUA+1QRbNjEEoQVtbdCPEIKYWPTykLwF19eJq1a1T+t1u7OKvWrPI4iOARH4AT44BzUwQ1ogCbA4BE8g1fw5jw5L8678zFvLTj5zAH4A+fzB5a9kuY=</latexit>



Schwarzschild BH Proca star

Almost equatorial observation

Applying a Gaussian blurring filter

✓obs = 86o
<latexit sha1_base64="OCv2/cWX8KaayycD6phThMWBf6Q=">AAACE3icbVDLSgMxFD3j2/qqiis3wSK4KjMq2o1QdONSwbZCW0omTdvQzGRIMkIZ+g9u/BUXulDErRt3/o1p7cLXgYSTc+7l5p4wkcJY3//wpqZnZufmFxZzS8srq2v59Y2qUalmvMKUVPo6pIZLEfOKFVby60RzGoWS18L+2civ3XBthIqv7CDhzYh2Y9ERjFonqfwWGrDogbubooXMvTUiECiEMBjiBCUc4QG5Vr7gF/0xyF8STEgBE1y08u+NtmJpxGPLJDWmHviJbWZUW8EkH+YaqeEJZX3a5XVHYxpx08zGOw3JrlPapKO0O7ElY/V7R0YjYwZR6CojanvmtzcS//Pqqe2UmpmIk9TymH0N6qSSWEVGAZG20JxZOXCEMi3cXwnrUU2ZdTGOQgh+r/yXVPeLwUFx//KwUD6dxLGAbexgDwGOUcY5LlABwy3u8YRn78579F6816/SKW/Ss4kf8N4+ARvoliU=</latexit>

robs = 100M
<latexit sha1_base64="O/j1vGMVTm+52PWIFAs8ZPbvyvA=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiRV0I1QdONGqGAf0IYwmU7bofMIMxOlxH6KGxeKuPVL3Pk3TtostPXAhcM593LvPVHMqDae9+0UVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPbe839IyUZg0sWRSdSKkCaOCNA01jHRiRRCPGGlH4+vMbz8QpakU92YSk4CjoaADipGxUuiWVZj2FIcy0tNL3/NuS6Fb8areDHCZ+DmpgByN0P3q9SVOOBEGM6R11/diE6RIGYoZmZZ6iSYxwmM0JF1LBeJEB+ns9Ck8tkofDqSyJQycqb8nUsS1nvDIdnJkRnrRy8T/vG5iBhdBSkWcGCLwfNEgYdBImOUA+1QRbNjEEoQVtbdCPEIKYWPTykLwF19eJq1a1T+t1u7OKvWrPI4iOARH4AT44BzUwQ1ogCbA4BE8g1fw5jw5L8678zFvLTj5zAH4A+fzB5a9kuY=</latexit>



Concluding remark:

These models have caveats. But they illustrate theoretical possibilities of 
dynamically robust non-Kerr black holes or black hole imitators that could 
manifest themselves only at some specific scales.

Producing detailed phenomenology will constrain the model and the corresponding 
(exotic) physics or, in the best case scenario, provide a smoking gun to this new 
physics.
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